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Abstract
Electronic prototyping is becoming a parL of every scientific inquiry and product design, and is the
focus of research in the new scientific field of Computational Science and Engineering. The new grand
challenge here is the rapid prototyping of manufactured artifacts and the rapid solution to problems with
numeroUS interrelated elements. This, in turn, requ.ires the fast, accurate simulation of physical processes
and design optimization using knowledge and computational models from multiple disciplines in science
and engineering. In this paper we formulate a mathematical and software framework for complex: rapid
prototyping. Its design utilizes the currcnt computer network infrastructures and High Performance
Computation technologies. Its functionality includes adaptability and intelligence with respect to end-
uscrs and hardware platforms. We present the architecture and implementation of this framework, named
SciAgents, using a multi-agent soHware model cncapsulating a collaborating mathematical method. The
design of SciAgetlts allows wholesale reuse of scientific software and provides a natural approach to
parallel and distributcd problem solving.
Keywords: Distributed Problem Solving, Agent-Based Computing, Simulation, Heterogeneous Models,
Software Reuse and Evolution.
1 Introduction
The growth of computational power and network bandwidth suggests that computational modeling and ex-
perimentation will continue to grow in importance as a tool for big and small science. The design process
will operate at the scale of the whole physical systems with a large number of components that have different
shapes, obey different physical laws and manufacturing constraints, and interact with each other through
geometric and physical interfaces. We consider multi-agent problem solving systems in scientific computa-
tion and, in particular, strategies that allow scientific computing systems to solve problems cooperatively.
Scientific computation involves numerical models of real world phenomenon, and these models are becoming
'This work was supported in part by NSF awards ASC 9404859 and CCR 9202536, AFOSR award F4962D-92-J-0069 nnd
ARPA ARO "ward DAAH0'1·94-G-00IO
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increasingly complex. Heretofore, scientific computing systems have been developed as stand-alone systems
targeted to a particular class of applications modeled in a somewhat homogeneous, generic way. IIowever,
the real world consists of physical objects that interact with each other. The overall behavior of a physical
system is a result of these interactions. Consider an automobile engine. Its design involves the domains
of thermodynamics (gives the behavior of the gases in the piston-cylinder assemblies), mechanics (gives the
kinematic and dynamic behaviors of pistons, links, cranks, etc.), structures (gives the stresses and strains
on the parts) and geometry (gives the shape of the components and the structural constraints). The engine
behavior emerges from the interaction of phenomena from these different domains. They share common
parameters across interfaces but each has its own parameters and constraints. An optimal engine design
requires the simulation and prototyping of these multi-component physical systems.
Complex prototyping requires the development of new algorithmic strategies, as well as software for
managing the complexity and harvesting the power of high performance computing and communication
(HPCC) resources. It requires technology to support programming-in-the-Iarge and to reduce the overhead
of HPCC computing. Our research aims to identify the framework for the numerical simulation of multidis-
ciplinary applications and to develop the enabling theories and technologies needed to support and realize
this framework in specific applications. Our design objective is to allow the "natural" specification of com-
plex physical systems and their simulation with interacting software components through mathematical and
software interfaces across networks of heterogeneous computational resources.
The behavior of each component of a complex physical system is modeled using various formulations for
the geometry, some mathematical equations for the physics, and conditions or constraints for the interfaces
or linkages between components. It is difficult to imagine creating a monolithic software system to model
accurately a complicated real problem with hundreds of diverse parts and dozens of physical phenomena.
Therefore, one needs a software framework which is applicable to a wide variety of practical problems and
allows for software reuse. Most physical systems and manufactured artifacts have a global model which is a
mathematical network whose nodes represent the physical components in a system or artifact. Each node
has a mathematical model of the physics of the component it represents and a solver agent[2] for its analysis.
Individual components are chosen so that each node corresponds to a simple mathematical problem defined
on a regular geometry. There exist many standard, reliable solver systems that can be applied to these
local node problems. Some nodes in the network correspond to interfaces that model the interaction of the
parts in the global model. To solve the global problem, the local solvers collaborate with each other to
relax (i.e.) resolve) the interface conditions. An interface controller or mediator agent[2] collects parameters
from neighboring subdomains and adjusts these to better satisfy the interface conditions. This "network"
abstraction of a physical system allows us to build a software system which is a network of well defined
collaborating software parts using interfaces. Some of the theoretical issues of this methodology have been
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addressed in [15, 16, 18] for the case of collaborating PDE models. The results obtained so far verify the
feasibility and potential of network-based prototyping.
Our view of the computing environment is a network [4J where servers export to the user's machine
an agent that provides an interactive user interface built on top of the standard network services. The
bulk of the software and computing is done at the server's or third party sites using software tailored to a
known and controlled environment. The server site can, in turn, request services from specialized resources
it knows, e.g., a commercial PDE solver, a proprietary optimization package, a 1000 node supercomputer,
an ad hoc collection of 122 workstations, a database of physical properties of materials. Each of these
resources is contacted by an agent with a specific request for problem solving or information service. All
of this can be managed without involving the user, without moving software to arbitrary platforms, and
without revealing source codes. This approach also allows software reuse for easy software update and
evolution, things that are extremely important in practice. For example, each new automobile engine design
normally results in a new software system. Recreating such a system could easily take several months or
years. In contrast, the execution time to perform the electronic prototyping might only be a few days. Since
a new engine design often incorporates parts from old designs, the physical changes correspond to replacing,
adding, or deleting a few nodes in the network with a corresponding change in interface conditions. In
such applications each physical component is viewed both as a physical object and as a software object. In
addition, this mathematical network approach is naturally suitable for parallel and distributed computing
as it exploits the parallelism in physical systems. One can handle issues like data partition, assignment, and
load balancing on the physics level using the structure of a given physical system. We believe that this multi-
agent approach is natural and direct. It is facilitated by the existence of a multitude of stand-alone scientific
problem solving agents that can effectively model and solve for the behavior of fairly simple, homogeneous
physical phenomenon. Some of these agents are no more than subroutine libraries in the classical sense,
others are very much larger and more sophisticated problem solving environments [7]. We believe that this
approach will allow locally interacting problem solving agents to decompose a complex computation into a
distributed collection of self contained computations. It also allows high scalability.
2 Background and Related Work
Many agent-based systems have been developed[9, 21, 22, 24, 27], which demonstrate the advantages of
the agent-oriented paradigm. One of their important aspects is modularity and flexibility. It is very easy
to dynamically add or remove agents, to move agents around the computing network, and to organize the
user interface. An agent ba.'lcd architecture provides a natural method of decomposing large tasks into self-
contained modules, or conversely, of building a system to solve complex problems by a collection of agents,
each of which is responsible for small part of the task. Agent-based systems can minimize centralized control.
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Hitherto, the agent-based paradigm has not been used widely in scientific computing. We believe that
using it in handling complex mathematical models is natural and direct. It allows distributed problem solving
[17] which is distinct from merely using distributed computing. The expected behavior of the simple model
solvers, computing locally and interacting with the neighboring solvers, effectively translates into a behavior
of a local problem solver agent. The task of mediating interface conditions between adjacent subproblems
is given to mediator agents. The ability of the agents to autonomously pursue their goals can resolve the
problems during the solution process without user intervention. This allows seamless derivation of the global
solution.
Several researchers have addressed the issue of coordinating multi-agent systems. For instance Smith
and Davis [23] propose two forms of multi-agent cooperation, task sharing and result sharing. Task sharing
essentially involves creating subtasks, and then farming them off to other agents. Result sharing is more data
directed. Different agents are solving different. tasks, and keep on exchanging partial rcsults to cooperate.
They also proposed using "contract nets" , to distribute tasks. Wesson et. al showed[26] how many intelligent.
sensor devices could pool their knowledge to obtain an accurate overall assessment of the situation. The
specific task presented in their work involved detecting moving cntitics, even though each "sensor agent." saw
only a part of the environment. They reported results using both an hierarchical organization, as well as an
"anarchic committee" organizat.ion, and found that. the lat.t.er was as good as, and sometimes better than the
former. Cammarata ct. al [1] present strategies for cooperation by groups of agents involved in distributed
problem solving, and infer a set of requirements on information distribution and organizational policics. They
point out that different. agents may have different. capabilities, limited knowledge and resources, and thus
differing appropriateness in solving the problem at hand. Lesser ct. al [14] describes the FAjC (functionally
accurate, cooperative) architecture in which agents exchange partial and tentative results in order to converge
to a solution.
Joshi [12] presents a learning technique which enhances the effectiveness of such coordination. It combines
neuro-fuzzy techniques with epistemic utility criterion.
2.1 SciAgents
The software systems for scientific computing reflect the underlying complexity of the intricate, interacting
mathematical models. The designers of the models and the consumers of the numerical results are usually
application scientists or engineers. With the increasing sophistication of high performance computing (UPC)
hardware and numerical software, it is becoming difficult for them to develop these complex software systems.
Recognizing this problem, teams of experts have developed general problem solvers, cach one applicable to
one of a relatively large set of homogeneous, relatively simple, and isolated models; these solvers encapsulate
significant amount of knowledge from mathematics, scientific computing, parallel computing, scientific visu-
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alization, etc.. A good example for such solvers is j jELLPACK [11, 20] which is designed to handle Partial
Differential Equa~ions (PDE) models.
It is generally accepted, however, ~ha~ universal solvers for the complex heterogeneous models described
earlier canno~ be buil~. Differen~ sof~ware for solving each individual problem or small class of problems is
necessary. Developing such software from scratch (even using libraries and object-orien~ed ~echnologies) is
a very slow and cos~ly pTOCess. However, if ~he model is broken down ~o a collection of simple submodels,
and if ~heir in~eractions can be mathematically modeled, then a collection of simpler interacting problem
solvers can solve the complex model. Such an approach has several advantages, including the reuse of well
tested software, modularity and flexibility, low cost, etc. We are developing an agent-based, distributed,
collaborative environment SciAge-nis [2] which addresses these issues and allows disparate pieces of scientific
software to collaborate in solving a problem.
3 Design and Architecture of SciAgents
To develop a comple.x scientific computing system, we need to develop strategies for coordination amongst
heterogeneous agents. These strategies have to operate under the "black box" constraint, i.e. make no
assumption of the internal mechanisms of other agents. In this section we present the design and the
architecture of SciAgenis. Specifically, we present a scenario where the agents are divided into two broad
types - solvers and relaxers. Each solver agent is attuned to solve some particular problem, and the relaxer
agents try to "mediate" between the solvers to bring their solutions to conformity at the interface regions.
Internally, of course, each solver and relaxer agent can be differen~ in how i~ achieves these broad goals. We
show in this section how, in a multi-agent system, these agents adapt to their changing environment and
each others activities by exchanging messages. The syntax and semantics of these messages are given in
appendix A. When we need to be more specific, we usc as examples PDE based models. Such models are
among the more complex that arise in scientific computing. Various components of this system have already
been developed, we are now working on building a SciAgenis prototype. We first introduce the user's view
of SciAgenis and then concentrate on the communication and the coordination between the agents.
3.1 User's Abstraction of the Architecture
SciAgenis is suitable for multiple-domain models with the following properties:
• Physical phenomenon consisting of a collection of simple, connected parts.
• Each part obeys a single physical law (that can be modeled by asimple mathematical submodel) locally
























Heat Sink: T = 0
Figure 1: A simple heat flow problem.
• The different parts influence each other and work together by adjusting interface conditions along the
subdomain boundaries with neighbors.
Such features are common in models of physical events or processes. An example of such a problem is given
on Figure 1. It models the temperature distribution in a small system of 4 different substances (with dillerent
laws for temperature distribution), a heater, and a sink.
In [2, 3, 4] we show how model solvers (for a single PDE defined on a single domain, for example) like
o
/ jELLPACK [11] can be llsed to solve the submodels. They compute locally and interact with the neighboring
solvers, so they are natural local problem solver agents. The task of "relaxing" the interface conditions
between adjacent subdomains is given to mediator agents. The ability of the agents to autonomously pursue
their goals allows seamless computation of the global solution. The overall behavior of the agents is based
on the interface relaxation technique. For PDE based models it is described in detail in [3, 4,16]. It uses the
physical relations between the parts of the system modeled by mathematical formulas involving the solutions
of the submodels in the individual neighboring subdomains and their derivatives. Typically, for second order
PDEs, there are two physical or mathematical conditions involving values and normal derivatives of the
solutions on the neighboring subdomains. Examples for common interface conditions are given in [4, 7]. The
interface rela.\:ation technique can be described briefly as follows.
Step 1. Choose initial information as boundary conditions to determine the submodel solutions in each
subdomain.









Solver 3~ Solver 4
Solver 6
A network of collaborating solvers
Figure 2: A schematic of the geometry of a physical phenomenon with six parts is shown on the left. The
mathematical model of this physical phenomenon can be repre.'3cnted by a network (right) of six solvers and
eight interface conditions represented by arrows.
Step 3. Use the solution values to evaluate how well the interface conditions are satisfied along along the
interfaces. Use a relaxation formula to compute new values of the boundary conditions.
Step 4. Iterate steps 2 and 3 until convergence.
This method is very convenient for the purpose of designing a mechanism that allows fast creation or assembly
of a Bonware system for solving multiple-domain problems.
We now describe how the users build a prototype using SciAgents and their view of the software archi-
tecture. Consider the problem in Figure 2 which contains several subdomains with a single suhmodel in
each of them. The user breaks down the global geometry into simple subdomains with simple models. Then
the interface conditions have to he defined in terms of the subdomain solutions and their derivatives. This
preliminary work is done through the user interfaces of the individual solvers, but the SciAgents system helps
coordinate this process. Then, a network of computing agents is created with two major types of agents -
local problem solvers and mediators. In the PDE context, these agents are called solvers and relaxers. The
relaxers are responsible for relaxing the interface conditions in a way that provides global convergence of the
algorithm. A network for solving the problem in Figure 2 is given in Figure 3. Each relaxer agent controls a
single interface between two sub domains, and each solver agent is responsible for a single domain. The agent
framework provides a natural and convenient way to hide the details of the actual algorithms and software
involved in the problem solving. Users need not know the internals of the software parts, or how they are
pieced together.
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Figure 3: The user constructs a network of cooperating computing agents: solvers and relaxers. The network
for the problem of Figure 2 is shown with six solvers, Si, and eight relaxers, R;i'
The user constructs the proper network of computing agents by simply instantiating various agents.
Initially, SciAgents presents to the user only templates of agents - structures that contain information
about solver and relaxer agents and how to create (instantiate) them. 'The user is provided with an agent
instantiator which displays information about the templates and creates active agents of both kinds, capable
of computing.
Once an agent has been instantiated, it takes over the communication with the user and with its envi-
ronment (the other agents) and tries to acquire all necessary information for its task. The agents actively
exchange partial solutions and data with other agents. In other words, each solver agent can request the
necessary domain and PDE related data from the user and decide what to do with it (for example, should it
start the computations or should it wait for other agents to contact it?). After each relaxer agent has been
supplied with the connectivity data by the user, its task is to contact the corresponding solver agents and to
request the information it needs - the geometry of the interface, the capabilities of the solvers with respect
to approximating values and derivatives along its interface, visualization capabilities, etc. All this is done
without user involvement. In a way, by instantiating the individual agents (concentrating on the individual
subdomains and interfaces) the user builds the highly interconnected and interoperable network that will
solve the problem by cooperation between individual agents.
The user's high-level view of the SciAgents' architecture is shown in Figure 4. There is a global commu-
nication medium which is used by all entities called a software bus[25]' The agent instantiator communicates
with the user through the user interface builder and uses the software bus to communicate with the templates
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Figure 4: Software architecture of SciAgents: user's view. The user initially interacts with the User Interface
Builder to define the global PDE problem. Later the interaction is with the Global Execution Interface to
monitor and control the solution of the problem. Direct interaction with individual solvers and relaxers is
also possible. The agents communicate with each other using the software bus.
have their own local user interfaces to interact with the user. The order of instantiating the agents is not
important. If a solver agent is instantiated and it does not have all boundary values it needs to compute a
local solution (Le., a relaxer agent is missing), then it suspends the computations and waits for some relaxer
agent to contact it and to provide the missing values (this is also a way to "naturally" control the consecutive
iterations). If a relaxer agent is instantiated and a solver agent on either side of its interface is missing, then
it suspends its computations and waits for the solver agents with the necessary characteristics (the right
subdomain assigned) to appear. This built in synchronization, a result of the agents adapting their behavior,
is an advantage of SciAgents.
Since agent instantiation happens one agent at a time, the data which the User has to provide (domain,
interface, PDE, etc.) is strictly local, and the agents collaborate in building the computing network. The
user actually does not even need to know the global model. We can easily imagine a situation when the
global problem is very large. Different specialists may model different parts. In such a situation, a user
may instantiate a few agents and leave the instantiating of the rest of the cooperating agents to colleagues.
Naturally, some care has to be taken in order to instantiate all necessary agents for the global solution and
not to define contradictory interface conditions or relaxation schemes along the "borders" between different
users.
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3.2 Inter-agent Cooperation and Coordination of the Solution Process
Setup of Computations. One of the goals of SciAgenis is to allow the user, who has minimal expertise
in computer science, to construct the software system that will solve the mathematical model. This is
achieved in part by requiring the user to provide only the functional (mathematical) specification of the
problem (subdomains, PDEs, boundary and initial conditions, interfaces and interface conditions between
neighboring subdomains). The agents, however, need lots of additional data, parameters, and configuration
values in order to proceed with the solution process. These include:
• computational parameters for the single-domain problem the local solvers have to solve at each iteration
- discretization methods for the domain and the equation, grid/mesh sizes and configurations, linear
solvers, etc.;
• set of algorithms related to the interface relaxation technique that are applied by the relaxers;
• parameters depending on the hardware resources of the network.
The last bullet needs additional explanation. The network will normally have many resources available fOT
solving a particular problem. The agent instantiator will try initially to distribute the agents evenly among
the appropriate computers. However, it has very little information on which to make an intelligent decision
- it knows only the pairs of agents that communicate with each other. The relaxer agents are distributed in
an obvious manner described in the next section, and the relaxer agent computations are a small fraction
of the computations necessary to obtain the local subdomain solution. The main issue is then the correct
distribution of the solver agents to balance the load. This can be done by the global execution interface
in several ways. Onc is to reassign agents [19] to appropriate computing units; another is to split some
subdomains further and distribute them to separate computing units. A third possibility is to allow the
individual solvers to use more than one computing unit and to do the decomposition of their subdomain
internally, without affecting the interactions with the corresponding relaxer agents. These actions require
reliable estimates of the computational loads caused by the solvers. At this point we do not handle dynamic
migrations and decomposition of agents.
All the above parameters need to be deduced automatically by the corresponding solvers and relaxers.
Solver agents contact PYTHIA for this purpose. PYTHIA [10, 13] is a system to automatically obtain the
data and these parameters. Its objective is to advise the user of the "right", or at least "good", selections
of various solvers, their parameters and the computational resources for solving a particular single-domain
PDE problem. For example, the solvers ask an available PYTHIA agent for a recommendation for each of
the required parameters given the equation, the domain, and the desired accuracy. PYTHIA delivers back
to the solvers values for the parameters and some additional information like the time estimation of the
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solution process (for one iteration). A similar scheme, mutatis mutandis, is used to obtain the other required
parameters and the estimates for the amount of the solver's computing load.
Inter-agent COID.Illunication and Agent Architecture. In SciAgents at the highest level com-
munication is done using the Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (KQML [5, 6]) from ARPA's
knowledge sharing initiative. The contents of the messages is in the high~levellanguageS-KIF for scientific
computing. This is based on a language we developed for POE data called POESpec [25]. Using KQML for
the inter agent communication in SciAgenis ensures portability, compatibillty, and better opportunities for
extensions and the inclusion of agents built by others.
The software architecture of the local problem solver agents reflects our desire to reuse existing software
for solving general single-domain POE problems. Each solver consists of a core implementing the functionality
of the POE solving process and the local user interface and a wrapper which gives the solver the behavior and
the appearance of an agent. SciAgents is designed as an open system - our aim is to make it relatively easy to
add new solver agent templates with different core solvers to the set of templates in the agent instantiator's
database. In one agent network the user may include solver agents obtained from different simple-problem
solvers.
The architecture of the relaxers facilitates the even distribution of the computations and leads to an
efficient implementation of the computational model. The interface conditions on the two sides of the
interface may differ, the relaxation scheme may require different handling of the data, the approximation
algorithms for the values and derivatives along the interface may be different - all this suggests that the two
sides of the interface should be handled somewhat separately. This partitioned view of a relaxer agent is
detailed in Figure 5. Each of two subrelaxers controls and supplies data to and from one solver on one side
of the interface. Each subrelaxer uses its own relaxation and approximation algorithms and communicates
relatively independently with the solver agent on its side of the interface. These subrelaxers are the processes
that do the actual computation and initiate the consecutive iterations during the problem solving process.
The two subrelaxers share the user interface and the configuration module. The user interface module
presents the relaxer agent as a single entity to supply and request user information. It also handles requests
for dynamic changes of the parameters.
The configuration module is responsible for "orienting" the agent in its environment. After the relaxer
has been instantiated, the configuration module requests connectivity information (which interface am I
responsible for?) and then attempts to locate the corresponding solvers. If they have been instantiated,
the configuration module communicates with them in order to establish their capabilities and other nec-
essary parameters, otherwise it suspends its activity until the required solver agents become available. It
is responsible for determining the parameters of the relaxation scheme necessary to complete the problem
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Figure 5: Software architecture of a relaxer agent. The relaxer agent is divided internally into two subrelaxers
- each suhrelaxer controls and supplies data to and from one solver on one side of the interface. Each sub-
relaxer uses its own relaxation and approximation algorithms and it communicates relatively independently
with the solver agent on its side of the interface. There are two shared modules - the user interface module
(responsible for the interaction with the user) and the configuration module (responsible for "orienting" the
agent in its environment).
if convergence has been reached.
The user interface and the configuration modules are combined into a single process that exercises dynamic
control over the subrelaxers. Its interface with them follows the inter agent communication protocol valid
for the entire SciAgents . Effectively, the relaxer agent is in fact a "meta agent" consisting of three actual
agents with significantly overlapping goals and a somewhat centralized control.
Figure 6 shows the information flow between a relaxer agent and its two solvers. After the initial exchange
between the solver agents and the configuration module, the information flow is very simple. In the direction
from the rela."{er to the solvers it can be entirely separated between the two subrelaxers and their solvers.
In the opposite direction the data has to he delivered to both subrelaxers. It it important to note that the
pattern of the communication between the agents is completely local- each relaxer agent communicates with
two solver agents and each solver agent communicates with the relaxers for the interfaces of its subdomain.
This locality is an advantage for SciAgents since it allows for good scalability.
The architecture of the relaxer agents allows us to distribute N subdomain solvers and M interface
relaxers among N computational units (if available) in a natural and efficient way. When the relaxers
compute, the solvers are idle and vice versa due to the nature of the interface relaxation technique. We
use this to build the SciAgents software architecture as shown in Figure 7 where each rectangle represents a













Figure 6: Relaxer agent's communication with the solvers. After the initial exchange between the solver
agents and the configuration module, the information flow is very simple. In the direction from the relaxer
to the solvers it can be entirely split between the two subrela'{ers and their solvers. In the opposite direction
the data has to be delivered to both subrelaxers.
unit has a message handler which may be considered a part of the software bus. There is a single subdomain
solver running on one computing unit and it has all relevant parts of the relaxers for its interfaces "attached"
to it.
Finally, the agent instantiator and the global execution interface are grouped together in a single agent
that provides the communication with the user concerning global data and requests (composing the network
of agents, defining the global constraints of the solution, etc.) and exercises necessary global coordination
among the agents during the solution process. The agent instantiator is responsible for instantiating of all
computing agents. The solver agent template contains a database of the various existing solvers available at
the moment. The instantiator decides where to start an agent, activates the necessary code and announces
the existence of a new agent.
Coordination of the Solution Process. The format and the semantics of all inter-agent and some
intra-agent messages in SciAge.nts are given in Appendix A. The algorithms governing the behaviour of the
computing agents are shown in Figures 8, 9, 10, and 11. We denote the interface pieces of a subdomain
boundary by f
"
the local subdomain solution by u(x), the grid/mesh points on either side of a given fi
by Pij, and the values of the boundary condition at such point by bc(P;j). Note that these algorithms
only illustrate the process of solution, and do not detail the messages exchanged between agents, nor their
responses to the user's requests. Even though such messages play an important role in the control and
management of the computations, they arrive and are serviced asynchronously with respect to the flow of
the computations for any given agent. For simplicity, we present the relaxer algorithm as a single-entity
algorithm, even though it consists of three separate processes.
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Figure 7: Software architecture of SeiAgents: designer's view. Each rectangle represents a computing unit.
There is a single subdomain solver running on one computing unit and it has all relevant parts of the
relaxers for its interfaces "attached" to it. The two subrelaxers can be split between the two solvers, with
the configuration module and the user interface partly duplicated. The software bus is the communication
medium. Each computing unit has a message handler which may be considered a part of the software bus.
Display user interface if required;
Receive the user definition of the local subdomain problem;
Ask PYTHIA agent for the missing parts of the specification;
Determine the interface pieces fi of the boundary;
for (each f;)
Determine the set of points Pij which its relaxer will use;
end for
do /* this loop is given in more detail in Figure 10 */
Get the current bOlUldary values bc(P'j) for all interfaces;
Compute local subdomain solution u(~);
Send the relevant parts of it to all relaxers;
while (not converged)
Send u(~) to the global execution interface;
Figure 8: Pseudo code for the solver agent's actions after it has been started by the agent instantiator. The
do loop (the algorithm for a single local iteration) is further detailed in Figure 10
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Receive the geometry of f; from the t~o solvers;
Display user interface;
Receive the user input on the relaxation formulas/algorithms and accuracy;
Determine the approximation capabilities of the solvers;
Determine the coordinates of all Pij on r;;
Inform the solvers of the PijS;
do 1* this loop is given in more detail in Figure 11 *1
Calculate be(P;j) for both solvers;
if (not yet converged locally)
Send them to the solvers;
else
Inform the global execution interface about local convergence;
end if
Get the necessary u(Pij) values from the solver agents;
while (not converged)
Figure 9: Pseudo code for the relaxer agent's actions after it has been started by the agent instantiator.
The do loop (the algorithm for relaxing the boundary conditions after each subdomain iteration) is further
detailed in Figure 11
for (each ri)
if (the relaxer has stopped the computations locally)
Use the boundary condition be(Pij) from the previous iteration;
else
Get be(Pij) trom the relaxer;






1* may be done by the solver directly. by approximation formUla, or by data
sent to the relaxer routines *1
Send them to the relaxer;
end for
if (converged tor all f.)
Stop computations; 1* termination criterion reached *1
Listen tor neg commands from the relaxers to resume;
else 1* no local convergence reached yet *1
Continue iterations;
end if
Figure 10: Pseudo code for a single iteration from the solver agent's point of view. The body of the do loop
from Figure 8 is given in greater detail, as well as the computation of the loop terminating criterion
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for (each side of ri)
if (local convergence reached)
Do not 'Il'ait for u(P;j) from the solver;







/* i.e .• apply the relaxation formula */
end if
Send bc(P;:j) to the solver;
Wait for U(Pij) from the solver;
end if
end for
when «U(Pij) arrive) or (local convergence and needed U(Pij) arrive))





Send "local convergence" message to solvers;




/* resume computations */
Inform the global execution interface;
else




Figure II: Pseudo code for a single iteration from the relaxer agent's point of view. The body of the do loop
from Figure 9 is given in greater detail, as well as the computation of the computation terminating criterion
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Next, we discuss some important aspects of the cooperation bet.ween the agents during the solution
process, and then we consider in detail an example of the communication between the agents in a sample
software system built using SciAgents.
There are well-defined global mathematical conditions for terminating the computations, for example,
reaching a specified accuracy, or impossibility to achieve convergence. In most cases, t.hese global conditions
can be "localized" either explicitly or implicitly. For instance, the user may require different accuracy for
different subdomains and the computations may be suspended locally if local convergence is achieved.
The local computations are governed by the relaxers which collect the errors after each iteration and, when
the desired accuracy is obtained, locally suspend the computations and report the fact to the global execution
interface. The suspension is done by issuing an instruction to the solvers on both sides of this interface to use
the boundary conditions for the interface from the previous iteration in any successive iterations they may
perform (the ot.her interfaces of the two subdomains might still not have converged). The solvers continue to
report the required data to the subrelaxers and the subrelaxers continue to check whether the local interface
conditions are satisfied with the required accuracy. If a solver receives instructions to use the old iteration
boundary conditions for all its interfaces, then it stops t.he iterations. The iterations may be restarted if the
interface conditions relaxed by a given relaxer agent are no longer satisfied (even though they once were).
In this case, the relaxer issues instructions to the two solvers on both sides of its interface to resume solving
with new boundary conditions. If the maximum number of iterations is reached, the relaxer reports failure
to the global execution interface and suspends the computations. The only global control exercised by the
global execution interface is t.o terminate all agents in case all relaxers report local convergence or one of
them reports a failure.
The above scheme provides a robust mechanism for cooperation among the computing agents. Using only
local knowledge, they perform only local computations and communicate only with "neighboring" agent.s.
They cooperate in solving a global, complex problem, and none of them exercises centralized control over the
computations. The global solution "emerges" in a well-defined mathematical way from t.he local computations
as a result. of intelligent decision making done locally and independently by t.he mediator agents. The agents
may change their goals dynamically according to the local status of the solution process - switching between
observing results and computing new data.
Other global control policies can be imposed by t.he user if desired - the system architecture allows
this to be done easily by distributing the control policy to all agents involved. Such global policies include
continuing the iterations until the all interface conditions are satisfied, and recomputing the solutions for all
subdomains if the user changes something (conditions, method, etc.) for any domain.
Let us consider now as an example a part of the network shown in Figure 3. In the rest of this section
we follow the actions of the solvers 33 , 34 , and 35 , and the mediators R35 and R.ts as well as the messages
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issued by them and by the global execution interface (GEl). We abbreviate the message formats here; their
precise arguments and semantics can be found in Appendix A. When talking about the two subrelaxers of
a relaxer agent Rtj we denote them n::j and nt. The messages arc given in term of the name performative
and its content, which is an S-I(JF statement.
Initially, the user instantiates the agents using the agent instantiator. The solvers use their user in-
terface to obtain the problem specification from the user. Ifnecessary, they send an ask_one«solution
parameters» query to the available PYTHIA agent which replies with the requested data (after consulta-
tion with other PYTHIA agents). To give a better idea of the SciAgents inter-agent communication we show














The messages provide information about the ontology (the context) of the message, the language of the
content, and the query message the response is a reply to. If the receiver (e.g., the PYTHIA_l agent) does
not understand the ontology PDE-solving or the language 5..KIF, it still can provide a reasonable reply
message with the possible goal to negotiate a new language/ontology. At the same time, the content of the
message can be as specific to the application domain (solving PDEs, in this case) as necessary for efficient
communications between agents understanding the content language.
When the relaxers get instantiated they inform their solvers about their existence. R:l5 sends tell(<relaxer.id»
messages to 83 and 55 (which solvers a relaxer mediates is supplied by the user by building the network).
Then the mediators use the ask_one«get boundary» query to get from the solvers the pieces of the
subdomain boundaries the user has defined in each of them. The user instructs each mediator about the
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particular interface it is responsible for. After the input from the user has been processed, the mediators
send tell«interlace» messages to the solvers to inform them of the user's decisions. They may also
send tell«nelil coordinate system» and tell«nclil boundary» messages if the solver has to change
its coordinate system and/or its data about the boundary.
The next message exchanged between the mediators and the solvers synchronizes the solution process.
The mediators send a query ask_one (<Iilhich interface points» to the solvers asking for the coordinates
of the interface points for which the solvers need boundary conditions in order to start each iteration (these
coordinates do not change during the solution process). They also send a ask_one«get approximation
capabilities» query to obtain information about the solver's capabilities of approximating the solution at
the boundary. After they get a reply, the mediators send a tell(<solution values requested» message
to each solver informing it of the coordinates of the points for which it has to supply the solution values
after each iteration.
Now the agents are ready to start the solution process. Each of the solvers starts when it has all
necessary data. In particular, the solver 5s waits until it gels both messages tell« next iteration»
from the subrelaxers ms and R~s' They contain the new values of the boundary conditions along the
corresponding interface which the solver uses in solving the local submodel in the next iteration. When
the solver is ready with the solution, it sends to its mediators the messages tell«done iteration»
which supplies the solution values. Each mediator collects the data from its solvers (for example, R3S waits
for messages tell«done iteration» from both 83 and 5s . Then it checks the interface conditions for
convergence. If the required accuracy (communicated at the beginning of the computations by the GEl
through a tell«global parameters» message to all mediators) is achieved (say, along the interface
between 53 and 8 s), the mediator sends two types of messages - a message tell(<done computations»
to the GEl to inform it about the local convergence achieved, and two messages tell«next iteration»
to the solvers with arguments telling them not to wait next time for new boundary conditions along this
interface but to use these ones in consecutive iterations. If 5s gets such message from R5s but not from R~sJ
it continues calculating more iterations sending back messages tell(<done iteration» lo both mediators.
R35 continues to check the interface conditions. If meanwhile all mediators report local convergence to the
GEl, then it issues a tell«stop job» message to every agent since global convergence has occurred.
If, however, R35 detects error greater than the required accuracy, it issues to 53 and 8 5 a tell«resume
waiting» message. It tells the solvers to resume waiting for new boundary conditions from the mediator
since the convergence is no longer observed. Also, a message tell«resume computations» is sent to the
GEl to inform it that there no longer a local convergence along this interface.
In the preceding example, we have skipped some message exchanges designed to better tune the compu-
tations in the interests of readability.
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4 SciAgents Implementation and Software Reuse/Evolution Is-
sues
We describe tile current implementation of SciAgents and use it as an example for successful reuse, evolution,
and incorporation of existing complex stand-alone software systems into SciAgenls. The highest level
communication in SciAgenls is done using the public domain KQML implementation I{API by EIT Corp. and
Lockheed, Inc. Since this KQML implementation also provides agent locator facilities (through registering
with and querying an HTTP server) we rely on it for the low-level integration of the SciAgents environment
- as soon as the agents are instantiated by the agent instantiator, they register with the "locator server" and
query it frequently to find out whether their peers are already available. This allows the agent instantiator
to be fie.xible with respect to the computers OIl which it illstantiates the agents. The relaxer implementation
separates the interfacing, communicating, etc. capabilities of the agents from the relaxation formula and
even in part from the algorithm. Thus, we are able to use one and the same relaxer template to instantiate
relaxers with different relaxation formulas (the formulas have to be available, i.e., programed, before the
instantiation). Each relaxer must be assigned to a part of the interface that is considered a "single" curve.
Naturally, two subdomains' interface may consist of several pieces - in this case, there are several rcla.xers
between them - each relaxing one piece of the interface. Note that this requiremellt does not expect any
additional knowledge from the users - they have to know the exact form of the geometry of the subdomains
when they define the local subproblems. The only real restriction is that the boundaries of neighboring
subdomains have to be described consistently - if the local solver on one side of an interface thinks that the
boundary consists of three pieces, then the local solver on the other side of this interface should also have it
divided into the same three pieces.
Probably the most interesting aspect of the SciAgents implementation are the local solvers. As we
mentioned before, they consist of a core and an agent wrapper. One of our major goals in designing SciAgents
is to propose and investigate a feasible way to reuse and evolve the vast amount of scientific problem solving
software that is available, tested, alld popular among the application domain users. This is achieved by
using such systems as cores of the solver agents. The important issue is the ease and cost of implementing
the wrapper that is required for an existing problem solver to run as a local solver agent in SciAgenls . Our
work with //ELLPACK indicates that the developers of the existing system can design and implement the
wrapper for a very small fraction of the time and cost spent for the existing system. In the rest of this
section we describe in detail how the wrapper / jELLPACK [11] has been designed and implemented. We
also give some insights on the effects on the entire system produced by our implementation.
j jELLPACK is the only solver template available in the current implementation of SciAgwts. However,
j /ELLPACK contains many actual PDE solvers and two runs of it in different modes can differ substantially
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from each o~her - therefore, ~he users can ge~ ~he differen~ solvers they need in ~he differen~ subdomains
according ~o ~he physical cha1'acteris~ics of ~he local submodels. The agen~ wrapper of IIELLPACK is
less ~han 1000 lines of code long, while IIELLPACK itself contains close to a million lines of code. No
more than 300 lines of code have been changed in ~he original code of IIELLPACK in order to provide ~he
wrapper with all necessary data. The wrapper communicates with I/ELLPACK through files containing the
necessary data and it is able to run the //ELLPACK user interface and its computat.ional part separately.
The major par~ of the wrapper ~ranslates da~a to and from the SJUF format, and receives and sends the
appropriate messages to o~her agents. When the user instantiates a local solver, the agent ins~antiators~arts
up a copy of the wrapper. The wrapper then invokes the I/ELLPACK user interface in order to obtain the
subproblem definition from the user. During ~he problem specification, the //ELLPACK interface ou~pul;s
various data to files. It includes the geometry of the interface parts of the boundary (how many pieces,
the definition of them, etc.), the coordinates of the mesh/grid poinl;s on the interface (~he handling of the
adaptive grid is beyond ~he scope of this paper), and the approximation capabili~iesof the solver in ~he mode
the user is running i~ in. After the problem is defined, an //ELLPACK program [20] is generated which
is ~hen translated in~o a For~ran program containing the information where (on which hardware platform)
the resulting execu~able will be nm. I/ELLPACK is able ~o use a varie~y of hardware platforms, including
several parallel and distributed computer architectures. No res~rictions on the choice of a platform to run the
local solver has been made. Thus, one subproblem may be solved on a single SPARC workstation, another -
on an Intel Paragon, and t.hird - on a cluster of workstations. The choice of the platform is left to the user
or to the available PYTHIA agent. Then the program is compiled and linked to produce an executable, after
which the I/ELLPACK user interface exits and the wrapper takes over. It reads and parses the files left from
/IELLPACK and communicates the necessary data (such as the coordinates of the boundary mesh points) to
the relaxers. When the rela...xers send it the new boundary conditions for the interfaces, the wrapper prepares
new files for the //ELLPACK executable. After all data is ready, the wrapper invokes the executable. While
running, it accesses the data and computes the solution into a file. When the executable exits, the wrapper
accesses the solution data and sends it to the relaxers, waiting for new boundary conditions from them.
Thus, at the next. iteration, no new compilation and user actions are necessary, since the same executable
is run by the wrapper. This approach leads to greater efficiency of t.he global solution process but does not
allow dynamic migration of solver agents across machines. The ability to handle migration is a part of our
ongoing research. Naturally, if the users wish to change something during the computations, they may do
so by invoking the //ELLPACK interface again. Then, a new executable is compiled and an attempt is
made to continue the computations. In the current version, however, a change to the discretization of the
subdomain results in restarting the computations locally (using as boundary conditions for the interfaces
the latest solutions from the surrounding subdomains) since the mediators cannot evaluate the interface
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conditions if they do not have the coordinates of the interface mesh points from both sides of their interface
before each iteration starts. Other user interventions (short of changing the equation, the geometry, or
the proper boundary conditions) have minimal effect on the computational process outside the solver agent.
Such changes may include specifying different linear solver, different visualization routine, different hardwarc
architecture, or different machine to IUn. Note that these choices, including the discretization choice, should
be made only by expert users - otherwise the available PYTHIA agent advises on most of their values.
It should be clear now why developing the wrapper for / jELLPACK has been so straightforward and
low-cost - the wrapper does only the necessary minimum of translating and communicating actions and
the changes in the j /ELLPACK code are needed only to output already available computed data into files.
We envision tlVO possible difficulties in supplying other problem solvers with agent wrappers for running in
SciAgents. First, j jELLPACK is highly modular system. As a result, we have been able to separate its
user interface, together with the preprocessing and the compilation of the j jELLPACK program from its
computational parts (the executable in this case). In systems where this is not so easy, the developers might
have problems with the control of the solution process and supplying the necessary data at the right moment.
Second, there exist solvers that are too "closed" and locating the data that has to be output (made available
to the wrapper) might not be an easy task. For example, there might not be a good way to locate and
output the grid before the actual solution process starts. This problem could be solved by "extracting" thc
grid-computing routine from the solver and running it alonc in ordcr to produce the grid when it is needed.
However, we believe that even with these potential problems in mind, the authors of an existing problem
solver should be able to build a wrapper for it at low cost and for short time based on the communication
and other specifications and requirements of SciAgents . The prospect of multiplying the use of their solver
can be considered as an additional incentive to invest the necessary effort of developing the wrapper.
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Appendix A SciAgents Communication Format
This appendix defines the context and the semantics of messages to be used for inter-agent (and, in some
cases, intra-agent) communication within SciAgenis. The messages are given in a somewhat abbreviated
KQML [5, 6] format. Only the fields that contribute to understanding the message semantics arc given, -
others, e.g., the: ontology field arc skipped. The content of the messages is given in S-KIF [8] - a knowledge
exchange language for scientific computing being developed at Purdue. The : language field is, therefore,
the same for all messages and is not included in the messages. The format of the parts in "< >" is not given
in detail. While the desired functionality of the programming environment has been covered extensively,
there may be a need for additional messages for the error handling and user interaction. Such messages will
be added to this list as the situations are discovered, the user options are defined, and a mechanism for their
handling is developed. The messages directed to agents not directly involved in the solution process (like
PYTHIA agents) arc not presented here. The messages are grouped according to the agents that service
them. Within the messages serviced by a given type of agent there is no particular order although messages
with common topic are likely to be found together.
The software bus [25] is a guaranteed delivery communication system, hence, the messages do not require
explicit acknowlegements. In a number of cases, however, the sender needs more than just information
whether its message has been delivered. For these cases, special reply messages with specific formats have
been designed and they are described in the section for their receiver.
Appendix A.I Messages Serviced by the Agent Instantiator
(tell : content (resumeJ:omputations «mediator id»»
Sent by the mediator's CIPs when they start the first iteration or when the computations resume after
a "local convergence" message has been sent. The mediator ids are assigned by the agent instantiator when
the agents aTC instantiated.
(tell : content(doneJ:omputations «mediator id>. <end code>, <error»»)
Sent by the mediators' CIPs when they decide to stop the computations (at least temporarily). The end
code describes the reason for stopping - local convergence achieved, total number of iterations exceeded,
possible crash of some solver, etc. The error field shows the current value of the norm of the error (e.g., the
maximum absolute value of the error vectors). In case of requirement for computing until global convergence,
the message indicates simply local convergence.
(reply :content(job~one«agentid>, <end code»))
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Sent by solvers and mediator's CIPs when they have killed all the subprocesses after the global execution
interface has issued a "stop~job" message. The end code indicates error conditions, if any.
(reply ;content(get_solution«solver id>, <reply code>, <format>,
<solution file»»
Sent by the solvers as a reply to a "gd....solution" message issued by the global execution interface. The
solutions are then used to present a global view of the solution by the global execution interface. The format
is what the solver has been able to provide.
(reply :content(save«agent id>, <reply code>, <data file»»
Sent by all primary processes of the agents as a reply to a "save" message. The filename is saved in the
central data file saved from the session. When the central file is loaded into the global execution interface,
it starts all other primary processes with the filenames recorded in the central file.
Appendix A.2 Messages Serviced by the Solver Agent
(ask-all :content(get-solution«format list»»
Sent by the global execution interface in order to obtain the values of the local solution. The format list
contains a list of formats ordered according to the preference of the global execution interface. The solvers
are supposed to send back in "get....solutiollJeply" the first possible for them format from that list.
(ask-all :content(stop_job(»)
Sent by the global execution interface when the agents are about to be terminated. The primary process
kills all child processes and sends a "job_done" message back.
(tell : content(display..so!ution(<display mode»»
Sent by the global execution interface when the latest solution is to be displayed locally. The display
mode determines the frequency of the display (say, after each iteration, or once), the viewing parameters,
etc.
(tell :content(mediator«mediator id»»
Sent by the mediators' CIPs to inform the solver about a new mediator assigned to relax one of this
subdomain interfaces.
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(ask-one : content(get..approximation..capabilities(<mediator id»))
Request from the mediators' CIPs to describe the capabilities of the solver to approximate the solution
values/derivatives along the interface.
(tell :content(solution_values(<mediator id>, <format>,
<list of point coordinates>, <requested data»))
Gives the solver the values along the interface whose solution values/derivatives it has to supply after
each iteration. The actual data supplied by the solver will depend on its approximation capabilities - e.g., if
the solver can only supply the solution values for points "near" the interface then it will send a set of points
for each point of the interface (in this case, the requested data field contains the minimal number of points
the solver must supply).
(ask-one :content(getJboundary«mediator id>, <format list»))
Request from the mediators' CIPs to supply the pieces of the subdomain boundary. The list of formats
ordered by preference is specified in the format list. The solver may skip the already assigned interface
pieces as well as proper boundary pieces, if the user has the opportunity to define them clearly in the solver's
interface.
(tell : content(change..coordinate-system(<mediator id>, <transformation matrix»))
Request from the mediators' CIPs to change the coordinate system of the solver. The transformation
matrix is the matrix to apply to all point coordinates. The transformation is linear since we assume Cartesian
systems initially in all sol verso
(tell :content(change.boundary(<mediator id»))
Request from the mediators' CIPs to display the user interface so that the user may change some of the
boundary pieces in event of non-match between the interfaces of the two subdomains.
(tell :content(new_boundary«mediator id>, <format>, <old boundary>,
<new boundary»))
Request from the mediators' CIPs to replace the old boundary piece with the new boundary. The new
boundary may contain a list of pieces; the format is given in the format field.
(tell :content(interface«mediator id>, <format>, <interface pieces>,
<subrelaxer id1>, <subrelaxer id2»))
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Informs the solver that the (list of) boundary pieces will be the interface governed by this mediator. The
two subrelaxer ids arc needed by the solver for the communication during the solution process.
(ask-one :content(get-interface-points«mediator id>, <format list»»
Request for the coordinates of the boundary points for which the solver will need boundary condition
values.
(tell :content(next_iteration«mediator id>, <boundary data>,
<computation status»))
Sent by the subrelaxer for this solver. Supplies the new boundary data to be used in the next iteration.
The computation status field commands whether the solver will wait until the new data for this interface
arrives before starting the next iteration. Effectively, "no more data for this interface" means "local con-
vergence"; if the solver gets messages with "no more data" from the mediators of all its interfaces, then the
solver suspends the computations.
(tell :content(resume-"l'aiting«mediator id»»)
Sent by the subrelaxer for this solver to indicate resuming of the iterations. The solver is required to
wait again for the "nexU.teration" message from this subrelaxer after it sends the solution data from the
next iteration. This message is necessary to synchronize the subrelaxers and the solver after temporary
suspension of the computations.
(ask-one :con~ent(more_points«mediatorid>, <format list>, <interface point>,
<requested data»»
Sent by the mediators' CIP process and serves as a "local" "solutionsalues" message for the case when
the set of approximation points supplied by the solver do not guarantee the required accuracy. The solver
replies with two reply messages "more_points" to the two suhrelaxers.
(ask-all :content(save(»)
Sent. by the global execution interface after a user's request to save the current state of the session. The
solver saves its current state and sends back a "save" reply message.
Appendix A.3 Messages Serviced by the Mediator's elP Process
Since the mediator is a complex agent, part of the messages serviced by the CIP process arc intra-agent
communication between the CIP process and the two subrelaxer processes.
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Appendix A.3.l Messages from Other Agents
(ask-all :content(stop_job(»)
Sent by the global execution interface when the agents are about to be terminated. The elP kills all
child processes and sends a 'Job_done" message back.
(tell :content (assign...solver(<solver id»»
Informs the mediator about a solver assigned to it. The message comes from the global execution interface.
(tell :content(global_parameters«number of iterations>, <error>, <time limit>,
<local mode»»
Informs the mediator about some global parameters given by the user such as: the maximum number of
iterations to perform, desired norm of the error, time limit to find a solution, whether to continue to perform
iteration after the computations converge locally, etc.
(tell ;content(global...stop«stop code»»
Requests termination of the computations and is sent by the global execution interface. The stop code
indicates the reason for that request - usually global convergence but may also be a user request, etc. The
purpose of the information in the stop code is to be displayed (if requested by the user) on the mediator's
local interface.
(tell : content(gJ,.obal..xeset(<reset code»»
Requests resetting the computations and possibly starting over again. The reset code indicates the reason
for the reset and the parameters of the reset. This message is a result of the user's intervention.
(reply :content(get_approximatioIl_capabilities«solver id>, <reply code>,
<capabilities description»»
Sent by the solver as a reply to a "geLapprox..capabilities" message.
(reply :content(get_boundary«solver id>, <reply code>, <format>,
<list of boundary pieces»»
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Sent by the solver as a reply to a "geLboundary" or a "change_boundary" message. The format field
indicates the actual data format used by the solver. In the reply code, the solver indicates whether its
coordinate system has been examined (and, maybe, changed) by another mediator. This will help this
mediator to decide which coordinate system to change in event of non-match.
(ask-all :content(save()))
Sent by the global execution interface after a user's request. The CIP process saves its current state and
issues a "save" message to the subrelaxer processes. After receiving their reply it includes their filenames in
its file and sends back a "save" reply message.
(reply :content(save«agent id>, <reply code>, <data file»))
Sent by the subrelaxers as a reply to a "save" message by the CIP process. The CIP process uses the
files as command line arguments when starting the subrelaxers by loading its session file.
Appendix A.3.2 Messages fIOIn the SubIelaxer Processes
The messages between the CIP process and the subrelaxer processes are not the only one way these processes
may communicate. When the CIP starts the subrelaxers, it may supply them (through files, if necessary)
with many initial items. The message interface, therefore, is needed mainly for the dynamic communication
during the computations and for control.
(tell :contents(stop-point«subrelaxer id>, <stop code>, <error»))
Sent by the suhrelaxers when a stop condition is satisfied. The condition is explained in the stop code and
may be satisfied interface conditions on this part of the interface, maximum number of iterations reached, etc.
Issuing this message does not indicate that the corresponding subrelaxer has suspended the computations.
Only the CIP may initiate such a suspension (by issuing a "stopjterations" message). Until the subrela.xers
receive such a message, they continue to work if possible.
(tell :content(ne~-iteration~ecessary«subrelaxerid>, <error»))
Sent by the subrelaxcrs when the new solutions communicated by the solvers do not satisfy the interface
conditions. The CIP process may decide to issue a "resumejterations" message.
(tell :content(iteration«subrelaxer id>, <# iteration>, <error»))
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Sent by the subrelaxers after each iteration only if the user requests detailed information during the
solution process.
(ask-one :content(more~ata-requested«subrelaxerid>, <request»»
Sent by the subrelaxers when more static data is requested from the solver - e.g., more approximation
points for a given interface point. The request has to go through the CIP process since only one such message
must be sent to the solver. The solver then can send the reply message directly to the subrelaxers.
Appendix A.4 Messages Serviced by the Subrelaxer Processes
Appendix A.4.1 Messages from Other Agents
(reply :content(solution_values«solver id>, <reply code>, <format>,
<solution values data»))
Sent by the solver as a reply to a "solution~values" message. The purpose of the reply is to commu-
nicate static data which (probably) will not change during the iterations like formulas for computing the
values/derivatives of the solution along the interface, coordinates of points "near" the interface points, etc.
If such data changes during the computations, the solver sends another message of this type, even though
there hasn't been a "solution value" message before it. This message also establishes the order in which
the solver will communicate the values/derivatives of the solution after each iteration. It goes to the both
subrelaxers (since both will receive the data from the solver).
(reply :content(get_interface_points«solver id>, <reply code>. <format>,
<list of interface points»»
Sent by the solver as a reply to a "get...interface_points" message. This is part of the static data supplied
by the solver before any iterations begin. The order of the interface points is the order the subrelaxer should
supply tlte values. This message is only to the proper subrelaxer.
(tell :content(done_iteration«solver id>, <end code>, <format>,
<solution data»))
Sent by the solver to communicate the solution data after each iteration to both subrelaxers. The end code
may indicate problems and errors - e.g., non-convergence of the solver's iterative method, user's intervention,
etc. This message is sent every time an iteration is performed by the solver, no matter whether the iterations
have been suspended locally by the CIP (and, subsequently, by the subrelaxers).
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(reply :content(more_points«solver id>. <reply code>. <format>.
<interface point>. <list of point coordinates»»
Sent by the solver as a reply to a "more_points" message. Supplies the new points' coordinates. They
replace the old set of points for the interface point in question. Both subrelaxers receive the message.
Appendix A.4.2 Messages from the eIP Process
(tell : content (stop.iterations ( »)
Requests suspension of the computations (possibly a temporary one). The subrelaxers indicate the
request to the solvers in the "nextjteration" computation status field as "no waiting".
(tell : content(resume.iterations(»)
Requests resuming the iterations (at. the beginning and after a temporary suspension). The subrclaxers
issue "resume_waiting" messages.
(tell :content(parameter«parameter id>, <parameter value»»
Communicates changes in the solution parameters - acceptable error, maximum number of iterations,
time limits, interface conditions, relaxation formula, etc. Basically, this message reHects the user input into
the global execution interface and into the mediator's user interface (run by the elP process).
(tell :content(reset.iterations«reset code»»
Requests resetting of the computations (a consequence of the "global..reset" message). Both subrelaxers
reset their parameters and send to the solvers initial boundary conditions (if the solution process is to restart
from the beginning). The solvers need not know that the computations have started again - they simply
compute iteration after iteration.
(ask-one :content(save(»)
Requests saving of the current state into a file for later loading. After saving its state, the subrela..'l:er
sends back a "save..reply" message.
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